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The Changing Paradigm of Business Ethics 
Ashok Dubey 

                
 

Abstract 
 

Typically, business ethics dilemmas result from the need to balance economic 
performance and social performance. Determining and maintaining the ‘right’ balance are 
becoming more difficult as today’s business organizations operate in an environment that 
is characterized by an unprecedented level of complexity, intense competition, and social 
obligations. The concept of business ethics means various things to various people but 
generally it is about discerning what is right or what is wrong and doing what is right in 
regard to effects of products, services and in relationships with all stakeholders. This 
paper focuses on four important business ethics parameters which, if adhered to, can 
pave way for clean business and reduce corporate frauds. 

 
Keywords 

 
corporate scams, investors confidence, goodwill, corporate governance, stakeholder, 

women empowerment, intervention 
 
Introduction 
 
Ethics not only should be studied alongside management, but the two fields are closely related. 
Business management is all about making the right decisions. Ethics is all about making right 
decisions. Management is concerned with how decisions affect the company, while ethics is 
concerned about how decisions affect everything. Management operates in the specialized 
context of the firm, while ethics operates in general context of the world. Management is 
therefore part of ethics. A business manager cannot make the right decisions without 
understanding management in particular as well as ethics in general. Business ethics is 
management carried out in the real world.  
 
It is not that business frauds are happening recently, but the major concern is that it is 
happening rampantly, its frequency and dimensions have increased and no country is immune 
from this phenomena. Has human greed exceeded human need? Have we become too centered 
at the cost of others? Where our values and ethics have gone? What government/s is doing to 
curb this menace?  
 
Recent corporate scams and scandals involving mal-governance and unethical behavior on the 
part of corporate have rocked the corporate world, shaken the investors’ confidence in stock 
markets and caused regulators and others to question the assumption that most companies do 
right thing most of the time. These incidences have shook the confidence of investors, 
diminished the reputation and goodwill of even those corporate who enjoyed the trust and 
confidence of public at large thus highlighting the importance of ethical business practices. Thus 
it is established that outstanding performance, higher profits and expanded reach, nothing acts 
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as a safeguard for a company when business ethics is ignored. Corporate crime is an evolving 
animal that continuously changes its form making it difficult to control. Technological advances 
have provided the fraudsters with a sophisticated arsenal, whereby he can take advantage of 
outdated and regulatory systems within companies. 
 
Most philosophers conclude that ethical failure occurs because of lack of character. Virtuous 
people will live ethically. Therefore, we need to think about the desired virtues and how one can 
develop those virtues. 
 
Gita, the holy book of Hindus, says that solution to the ethical failure and downfall of 
corporations and society and family is by controlling the senses with spiritual strength. Ethics is 
linked to spirituality. For the last century or more, western businesses separated work and 
spirituality. Kurukshetra (the battlefield of Kaurvas and Pandavas) was also about mind control. 
Every one of us, whether as manager or employee, is fighting his own battle, his own 
Kurukshetra. The Gita can help us to learn to regulate our senses, control our minds and gain 
spiritual strength. 
 
Challenge to tackle scams and moral turpitude  
 
The future generations of managers have to be sensitized to the issue of business ethics and this 
can be done best by exposing them to study this topic while they are in business school. Clearly, 
what we need to teach future managers (especially MBA students) about ethics depends 
crucially on what we understand the role of managers to be. And with regard to management 
ethics, we should carefully distinguish two very different educational needs, rooted in managers’ 
two very different roles. 
 
One role managers play is that of decision-maker, and so the first issue to consider with regard 
to managerial ethics concerns the ethical behavior of managers themselves. In this regard, 
business schools are in the business of educating decision-makers. Such being the case, it makes 
sense to teach MBA students about various ethical theories, about what can be learned from 
various scandals, about social expectations with regard to business, and so on. We want to instill 
in MBA students that doing the right thing matters, and give them the skills to figure out what 
that requires of them. 
 
The misconception about fraud is that it takes place due to external factors. However, corporate 
fraud Pricewaterhouse Coopers survey confirmed that 35% of the companies that had 
approached it were victims of is often committed by an insider. Insider trading can be illegal 
or legal depending on when the insider makes the trade: it is illegal when the material 
information is still non-public trading while having special knowledge is unfair to other investors 
who don't have access to such knowledge. Illegal insider trading therefore includes tipping 
others when you have any sort of non-public information. Raj Rajaratnam, the Galleon Group 
co-founder whom prosecutors called "the modern face of illegal insider trading", was sentenced 
to 11 years in prison, one of the longest terms ever for insider trading, and imposing a fine of 
$92 million. Rajaratnam, 54, is the central figure in what US investigators called the largest 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=Raj%20Rajaratnam
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=Galleon%20Group
http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/topic.cms?search=insider%20trading
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hedge fund insider trader case in US history. The probe, which leveraged the widespread use of 
FBI wiretaps for the first time in such an inquiry, led to convictions of more than two dozen 
people. 
 
Recent case show that it is no longer possible for companies to be in denial on their 
susceptibility to fraud. Companies need to adopt a mandate to escape becoming victims of 
fraud, and set up a series of systems and procedures to prevent fraud. As India grows into a 
world power, foreign investors will seek confidence that economic crime or fraud is being 
addressed and tackled in India. 
 
Fraud reporting in most parts of the globe is consistent and is concomitant of human weakness 
for easy money irrespective of the geography, religion and type of industry. A survey showed 
that 88% of the companies experiencing economic decline also faced corporate frauds. The 
recent recession saw downsizing of controls and personnel responsible to prevent and /or 
detect a fraud. 
 
At present, there are only 16 women on the board of directors of the top-30 companies listed 
in the stock markets, making up an abysmal 4.8% share of people holding directorship 
positions. In the top-100 companies, the number goes up to 50 or measly 5.4%,                  
(The Times of India, 2015). 
 
This is far below the state of affairs in the developed countries. Europe has some of the largest 
representation of women on the board of their firms with Scandinavian countries leading the 
way. Norway, Finland and Sweden have 39%, 25% and 23% representation of women, 
respectively. (Boatright, 2007;Cantrell & Lucas, 2007) 
 
Challenge to tackle Environmental Ethics 
 
Human beings have certain duties towards their fellow beings. On similar lines, we have a set of 
duties towards our environment. Environmental ethics says that we should base our behavior on 
a set of ethical values that guide our approach towards the other living beings in nature. 
 
Environmental ethics is about including the rights of non-human animals in our ethical and 
moral values. Even if the human race is considered the primary concern of society, animals and 
plants are in no way less important. They have a right to get their fair share of existence. 
 
We, the human beings, along with the other forms of life make up our society. We all are a part 
of the food chain and thus closely associated with each other. We, together form our 
environment. The conservation of natural resources is not only the need of the day but also our 
prime duty. 
 
Businesses have traditionally shown egregious indifference towards the environment. 
Environmental protection was rarely seen as an issue. A company would harm the environment 
to whatever extent was profitable, and they often harmed the environment despite the fact that 
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it was unwarranted to do so. People rarely solve environmental problems so much as they 
displace them-that is, transport them across time and space. They leave radioactive wastes, for 
example, to future generations and dump toxic by-products in poorer regions of the globe. In 
both instances, some people benefit while others suffer, and thus issues of justice arise. 
Recognizing the almost ubiquitous role of human beings as both the perpetrators and victims of 
environmental degradation enables one to generate moral deliberation regarding trans- 
boundary environmental concerns (Guy, 1990; Kaur, 2011). 
 
Challenge to enhance Corporate Governance 
 
It is a truism that good governance is an essential foundation for social justice. More than 
anything else, India needs routine governance. Governance stands compromised, there is 
governance deficit which is due to breakdown in accountability. What corrodes accountability is 
corruption. Corruption in India is systemic, rather than incidental or opportunistic. Politics is 
funded by the proceeds of corruption. There is a strong nexus between politicians and criminals 
both are thriving at the cost of each other and have a symbiotic relationship. Politicians mobilize 
funds using three methods: loot of the public exchequer, sale of patronage and extortion.. They 
require collusion of civil servants and police. This collusion is at the top of administrative 
pyramid leads to failure of accountability and breeds corruption. Huge outlays on rural 
development and subsidies for the poor are looted by the neta-babu nexus.  
 
The basic starting points of reforms are two-fold. Political funding must become transparent and 
institutionalized. Judicial system must be revamped, judgments should be quick. It is rightly said 
that justice delayed is justice denied. Every rupee spent in election must be transparently 
disclosed, starting from the village local panchayat onward. Transparent sourcing of political 
funding would eliminate the systemic dependence on corruption and enable political parties to 
come up on anti-corruption platform. Once the political leadership ceases to be corrupt, it can 
stop corruption and patronage down the line. 
 
The moot point is who will take the initiative to bring about such change? Whether it will be 
bureaucracy, political parties, civil society or any mass movement. It is well understood that 
politicians, the major beneficiaries of corruption would be least interested in such legislation, 
considering the bulk of loot goes to their pockets. We have witnessed collusion government 
where there is consensus only on clinging to power and adopting policies which is beneficial for 
them suit and not for welfare of the electorate whom they represent. Mass populism and double 
face of politicians are being blatantly seen across the globe, they prophesize something and do 
something. The opposition party is just for opposition of every move of the ruling party. When it 
comes to benefit of the politicians like increase in salary, facilities, weak laws saving their skin 
they join together cohesively and form a strong group. We need to have two or three party 
system and small regional parties representing fragment of section of population needs to be 
done away with. The more the fragmentation of parties, the more the problem and dissention. 
However, it is important that the country should at least begin a dialogue around the subject of 
how to fix some of the endemic structural challenges facing the nation (Kumar & Rajan, 2010). 
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Challenge of protecting gender rights 
 
Over the past decade, gender equality and women‘s empowerment have been explicitly 
recognized as key not only to the health of nations, but also to social and economic 
development. India‘s National Population Policy 2000 has empowering women for health and 
nutrition as one of its crosscutting strategic themes. Additionally, the promotion of gender 
equality and empowering of women is one of the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDG) 
to which India is a signatory. 
 
The pairing of the two concepts of women‘s empowerment and gender equality into one MDG 
implicitly recognizes that gender equality and women‘s empowerment are two sides of the same 
coin: progress toward gender equality requires women‘s empowerment and women‘s 
empowerment requires increases in gender equality as shown. In these days of globalization, the 
global picture of women is most ignoble and inequitable. Women constitute 50 per cent of the 
world's population, and account for 66 per cent of the work done, but they have only a share of 
10 per cent in the world's income and own one per cent of the world's property. Working side 
by side, do male and female managers approach ethical dilemmas in the same or a different 
manner? If there are differences, not understanding the reasons for the differences may result in 
conflicts when deciding on the appropriate solutions for such dilemmas.  
 
Why would men and women differ with respect to their analysis of ethical dilemmas? Why 
would men and women emphasize different factors in such analyses? Central to answering these 
questions is the theory of moral reasoning. Kohlberg, proposed that individuals progress 
through a sequence of six invariant and universal stages of moral reasoning. The six stages are 
grouped into three levels with the higher levels representing an advanced ability to understand 
and integrate diverse points of view. According to Kohlberg’s model, Stage 3 was the modal 
stage for females, and Stage 4 the modal stage for males. Stage 3 represents reasoning that is 
based on the desire to maintain relationships and meet others’ expectations, whereas Stage 4 
reasoning is based on compliance with laws so as to maintain the social order. 
 
Hence, in assessing the ethical content of a decision, women focus on the interpersonal aspects 
of the situation, as well as the acceptability of the decision, whereas men take more of an 
impersonal approach and abstract the moral content from the interpersonal situation. Further 
support for men’s focus on independence and objective and absolute aspects, and for women’s 
focus on interdependence and concern with others is provided by Social Role Theory. This 
theory suggests that men and women behave according to the stereotypically expected social 
roles that they occupy. As a result, women are more ‘communal’ and men are more ‘agnatic’. 
Women place greater emphasis on harmonious interpersonal relations, are more caring, and are 
focused on doing well, whereas men are more concerned with competitive success and extrinsic 
rewards including financial and status rewards concludes that men’s focus on competitive 
success implies a willingness to engage in unethical behaviors to achieve those outcomes. 
 
Considering the differences in moral development between men and women and the five ethical 
perspectives, it is now apparent that the male emphasize more on objectivity and the abstract is 
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clearly consistent with a focus on justice, rights, following the rules, and an impersonal 
assessment of the situation. By contrast, women’s focus on relationships, care, and response 
seems to be aligned with a relativist perspective. 
 
Hence, the probable steps that could be possibly taken to bridge gender bias in the company 
would be on the under mentioned strategies 

• Aid companies in recruiting, retaining, and motivating female employees, thus 
optimizing human resource management  

• Strengthen a company’s reputation as a “women-friendly” enterprise and thereby 
attract consumers and investors that are driven by ethical interests  

• Improve brand-differentiation by targeting women customers or groups concerned 
with women’s interests  

• An equal opportunity employer and committing to "equal pay for equal work" 
• Maintaining records on the recruitment, training and promotion of female employees. 

These could be measurable and incentivized. These records can then be analyzed to 
assist a company when implementing policy and committing to gender goals. 
Publishing these figures is advisable since transparency is important and circulating 
this information to all the stakeholders maintains a high level of accountability 

 
Where appropriate and feasible, a company may create structures in the workplace which 
provide family friendly working conditions. Family friendly structures can include: 

• On-site day care centers, or the company subsidizing day-care 
• Flexible working hours 
• The choice to work from home 
• Flexible maternity leave  

 
Introducing family friendly structures may also give rise to a gradual change in cultural attitudes, 
by weakening the traditional barriers that hinder mothers from working. 
 
IBM is a company that provides flexible working conditions, including the option to work 
remotely. It also has 100 day-care centers across its operations. Standard Chartered is another 
company that has introduced practices to allow employees to balance both work and personal 
commitments (Cantrell & Lucas 2007; Kumar & Rajan, 2010; Megone & Robinson, 2002; Sims, 
2003). 
 
Conclusion 
 
It is time to ponder and make regulations for enforcement of ethics in business resulting in 
ethical business which is the need of the hour. A few countries like U.S., Japan, South Korea and 
Germany have passed legislations to enforce ethics in business. What is more important is that 
legislation is not going to serve the purpose alone. Business ethics has to be itched to the 
psyche of individual by including it as a part of education curriculum. The business leaders have 
to set an example, the governments have to practice it and society in large has to adopt it. 
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Understanding China’s New Growth Model and 
Impact of Chinese Slowdown on Global Economy 

Sowmya Vivek 
 

Abstract 
 
For the past three decades China, the second largest economy in the world has been 
characterized by rapid development and high economic trajectory. However off late the 
country is facing quasi-recession like condition on its domestic front because of numerous 
challenges. To address these challenges, the Chinese leadership is adopting a strategy 
known as ‘New-normal’, which is a sure shot departure from the developmental path that 
China has espoused since 1978. Repercussions like weak commodity prices, sluggish world 
trade and above all, reconfiguration of global demand are possibly the side effects of this 
new approach. Given this background, the paper looks at understanding the Chinese 
government new growth strategy and also looks at understanding the impact of Chinese 
slowdown on global economy.  

 
Keywords 

 
investment, domestic-consumption, demand, debt, China 

 
1 Introduction 
 
Since the year 1990s, China has been relentlessly riding on the path of high development by 
embarking on changes in those dimensions that are necessary to create a unique and dominant 
place in international arena, in addition to reforming its domestic affairs towards fulfilling the basic 
needs of its vast population. Its GDP growth rate peaked at 14.2% in 2007 with an average growth 
rate of 10.1% since 1990 (World Bank, 2015). 

 
 

Figure 1: Chinese growth rate 1970-2014 (World Bank, 2015)1 
 
                                                           
1 Data in Appendix Table 5 
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The Chinese growth model has traditionally focused on a strategy of high investment, strong 
export orientation and energy intensive manufacturing. With abundant labor and continuous 
supply of raw material along with the technology required for high industrial production from 
other countries, China with time became  the leader in producing labor-intensive products for its 
domestic and foreign markets, as witnessed by a surge of commodities export (Eichengreen, Barry 
Tong, 2005). As can be seen from figure 2, trade as a % of GDP increased from 29% in 1990 to a 
peak of 64% in 2006 before declining to 41% in 2014 (World Bank, 2015).  
 

 
 

Figure 2: Trade as a % of GDP (1990-2014) (World Bank, 2015)2 
 
In summary over the period 2000–2011, China’s growth strategy has been characterized by the 
below mentioned important points (Garnaut et. al., 2014; CCICED, 2015): 

• double-digit GDP growth (on average) 
• a very high investment share of expenditure, with exceptionally low proportions of 

expenditure on domestic consumption and on services 
• very high levels of investment in heavy industrial sectors such as steel and cement, which 

require large volumes of energy, and with the latter supplied predominantly through coal-
fired power generation 

• High proportion of trade in GDP  
 
The growth model though propelled the Chinese economy and lifted hundreds of millions out of 
poverty, but came with a price in the form of problems like inequality- personal, regional and 
urban-rural and increased pollution, congestion and greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
Many economist also argue that after initial period of high growth, the Chinese economy had 
entered into what is called “Middle Income Trap” that most of the fast growing countries face at 

                                                           
2 Data in Appendix Table 6 
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one point of time in their growth trajectory. In this kind of trap, wages rises significantly to erase 
that country’s comparative advantage in terms of cheap labour which causes growth to steadily 
decline. (Liu, 2015). 
 
In view of these changes and challenges, Chinese leadership changed their growth strategy and 
came up with a new strategy called the “The new normal” which focusses on better quality growth. 
The new growth model has few important departures from the traditional growth model. The new 
model emphasizes on shifting the balance of growth away from heavy-industrial investment and 
towards domestic consumption, particularly services. Also the new model focuses on innovation 
to raise productivity and environmental sustainability.  
 
In particular the new growth model differs from the old model in four areas as mentioned below:   
 
Growth rate:  The new growth model looks at slowing down the growth rate. This is very much 
evident in the slowing of Chinese GDP growth from an average of 10.5% over the period 2000–
2010, to 7–8% over 2012–2014 (World Bank, 2015a; IMF, 2015). 
 
Based on IMF projections, GDP growth rate is further projected to slow down to 6.8% in 2015 and 
6.3% in 2016. On an average Chinese economy is expected to growth by an average of 4–6%. This 
is viewed by economist as a consequence of economic maturation, and is a side effect of shift 
away from a model focused on the quantity of growth to one focused on its quality. 
 
Composition of growth:  With the new growth strategy, china is looking at a gradual rebalancing 
of growth toward lower investment and higher consumption (both private and public).  The new 
model is essentially looking at improving the inequality and degradation of environment which 
resulted from the old growth model. To reduce inequality there is expected to be more 
government expenditures on social security and public services, particularly healthcare and 
education.  
 
Also there is expected to be a shift in investment and a shift in capital allocation away from heavy 
industrial sectors (especially in low value-added products such as steel and cement) and toward 
service sectors and higher value-added manufacturing sector (CCICED, 2014).  
 
Also China is striving to be a leading player in various innovative sectors, including clean energy, 
drawing on its growing base of skills and research and development capabilities. 
 
2 Literature Review 
 
2.1 Reasons for Slowdown of an economy 
There has been many research pieces highlighting the interlinkages in the global economy.  
Research in this field has highlighted that in the highly interconnected global economy there are 
many factors operating at the domestic and international levels that can become the cause for its 
slowdown. One of the main factors that work at domestic level and act as catalysts for high growth 
is the level of the investment in an economy. Foreign Direct Investments (FDI) in particular has 
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become one of the crucial factors for raising the trajectory of economic growth, because it enables 
a country to receive advanced technologies and hence a sustainable development of its economy. 
To attract FDIs, an economy needs to invest in building skilled work force and infrastructure. 
(Arvanitidis & Petrakos, 2009). Also strong economic policy coupled with macroeconomic 
fundamentals such as current account management, open trade regime, capital formation and 
fiscal deficit are vital factors that facilitate the economic progress of a country.  
 
On the other hand credit crunch, commodity prices, falling consumer confidence, fluctuating oil 
prices, among others are factors that can slow down an economy. (Serrano, Franklin and Summa, 
2015).  
 
2.2 Impact of Slowdown on Foreign Markets 
The effect of slowdown of an economy manifests in many dimensions all over the globe like a 
chain reaction given the high level of inter-linkages in global economy. There are many 
consequences of the slowdown, principal among these includes, slowing down of economic 
activities in many foreign markets, sharp decline in international trade and a lower industrial 
production because of poor demand(Nissanke, 2009).  
 
Emerging economies, whose dominant revenue source is raw materials and manufactured 
commodities export, face the toughest setback, which can further worsen due to lack of back-up 
funds and strong economic reforms. Furthermore, insecurity among people can instigate capital 
flows further putting the currency under pressure. Additionally, downward trends in the foreign 
direct investments in the foreign markets could be seen as repercussions of an economic 
slowdown(Yap, Reyes, & Cuenca, 2009). Volatility in exchange rates and stock markets of different 
countries could be another result of the slowdown of an economy.(Yap et al., 2009).  
 
3 Impact on the World Economy 
 
3.1 International Trade 
 
A look at Table 1 would reveal that as of 2015, China is the world’s third largest importer after US 
and European Union. Hence beyond doubt a slowdown in Chinese economy will have an impact 
on the global economy via the channel of international trade. 
 
IMF in their working paper have come up with rough estimates of how drop in Chinese import 
will impact global economy. As per their estimates a hypothetical drop of China’s imports by 10 
percent would cause a loss of about 1.2 percent GDP of export revenue in 2016 for all countries, 
which with network effects may increase to 2.0 percent of GDP in 2017 (IMF, 2016, WP/16/51). 
 
The process by which international trade interlinks the global economy is called spillover cascade. 
Consider an economy A which is a big player in international trade. A demand shock in country A 
will reduce its GDP and hence cause decrease in import demand.   This  will  spread  to  its  direct 
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Rank  Country Import (billion of dollars) 

1 UNITED STATES $2,347  
2 EUROPEAN UNION $2,244 (data as of 2014) 
3 CHINA $1,596  
4 GERMANY $984  
5 JAPAN $625  
6 UNITED KINGDOM $617  
7 FRANCE $539  
8 HONG KONG $524  
9 CANADA $441  
10 MEXICO $435  

 
Table 1: World’s top ten importers as of 2015 (World Bank, 2015). 

 
trading partners (let us say country B) as an export shock and country B will experience drop in 
their export revenue. With drop in country B’s export revenue, country B will also reduce its import. 
This will further spread as an export shock to country B’s trading partner say country C which will 
see a drop in export revenue.  

 

 
Figure 3: Spillover cascade. 

 
Hence there are three types of spillovers created by the network structure of international trade. 
Spillover effect which is the direct impact on the trading partners of a country, spillin effects which 
is spreading secondary shocks to other countries and spillback effect which is the impact on the 
epicenter country itself.  
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In conclusion yes there will definitely be an impact of Chinese slowdown impact on world 
economy via the channel of international trade. However the impact on individual countries and 
regions will depend on their economic size and their relative position in the Chinese trade 
network. Asia with its high exposure to Chinese trade network is expected to be affected most by 
Chinese slowdown followed by Middle East. The impact on the Euro zone and US is expected to 
be minimal due to their economic size (IMF, 2016, WP/16/51). 
  
3.2 Chinese debt and its impact on global markets 
One of the most widely discussed dynamics of current Chinese economy is the level of its debt 
burden. There is no doubt amongst economists that china is on a borrowing  spree.  Its  Debt  to  
 

Rank Country Debt to GDP ratio 
1 Japan 400 
2 Ireland 390 
3 Singapore 382 
4 Portugal  358 
5 Belgium 327 
6 Netherlands 325 
7 Greece 317 
8 Spain 313 
9 Denmark 302 
10 Sweden 290 
11 France 280 
12 Italy 259 
13 UK 252 
14 Norway 244 
15 Finland 238 
16 US 233 
17 South Korea 231 
19 Austria 225 
21 Canada 221 
22 China 217 
23 Australia 213 
24 Germany 188 

 
Table 2: Debt to GDP ratio as of 2014 (McKinsey Global Institute, 2015). 

 
GDP ratio has increased to 217% as of 2014. The number is at level of developed nations but much 
higher than comparable number of emerging markets.  
 
Economists are worried about the china’s debt load as almost all financial crashes has been 
preceded by a frantic rise in borrowing and hence it is forecasted that China is headed for an 
ultimate collapse. 
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The interesting fact is China repeated exactly what US did wrong. First by extending cheap credit 
to real estate sector, it encouraged speculative residential and commercial real estate. Then it 
targeted stock markets encouraging individuals to invest in stocks. For some time this policy 
helped the Chinese economy. Rising stock markets and real estate sector created an illusionary 
wealth effect making the middle class feel rich and increase their spending and thus keeping the 
Chinese growth engine running.   
 
In short china has a huge debt problem. However will we see a repeat of global financial crisis due 
to Chinese debt crisis is something on which economists have divided opinion.  
 
Majority of economists feel that the Chinese debt crisis is unlikely to spill over to global economy. 
This is because unlike other countries, china controls its banking sector and hence has the means 
to bail them out. More than half of china’s debt is owed by companies and most of them are 
government controlled and property developers. On the other hand most of the lending is by 
state controlled banks. So in case of any financial crunch the government will simply bail out the 
banks. Also given the country’s huge foreign exchange reserve, the economy need not worry 
about sudden drying of foreign capital which other economies in similar situation faced.  
 
Having said this it doesn’t mean that Chinese debt problem will not leave an ugly trail and have a 
negative impact on global economy. With the asset bubble about to burst, Chinese investors are 
exiting domestic market. In other words Chinese investors are selling off Chinese assets and 
investing in international markets which can fuel asset bubbles in their economies.  
 
Also the reverse investment flows can put downward pressure on Chinese currency and upward 
pressure on the foreign currency further worsening their trade balance.   
 
3.3 Impact on Oil Prices 
Oil prices are primarily determined by the dynamics of demand and supply in the oil market. As 
can be seen from table 5, China is the second largest consumer of oil.  Hence many economists 
feel that slowdown in Chinese economy and their new growth model will definitely have 
substantial impact on oil prices by reducing demand for oil.  
 
Also the ‘new normal’ growth policy is expected to impact the demand of oil. The new approach 
suggests a paradigmatic shift in its approach which will be the departure from the energy-
intensive sector and industries such as coal, iron, metal to the new consumption-based sectors 
such as technologically advanced production, modernization of its agriculture sector, and 
healthcare industry. This paradigmatic shift in Chinese economy is expected to result in weak 
demand for energy resources such as oil, natural gas (Meidan, Michal Sen, Amrita Campbell, 2015).  
 
Furthermore, intense efforts are being undertaken by Chinese leadership for rebalancing the 
economic structure in which there is a gradual and marked shift from heavy industries to services 
–oriented growth. This is also expected to reduce demand for oil.  Also the Chinese government 
is highly concerned about the environmental degradation and air quality which is a result of heavy 
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use of oil, diesel in the heavy manufacturing industries. Therefore, the government is trying to 
introduce the New Energy Vehicles (NEV) such as electric vehicle for curbing emission of the green 
houses gases effect.  
 

Rank Country Oil - consumption (bbl/day) 
1 United States 19,150,000 
2 China 9,400,000 
3 Japan 4,452,000 
4 India 3,182,000 
5 Saudi Arabia 2,643,000 
6 Germany 2,495,000 
7 Canada 2,209,000 
8 Russia 2,199,000 
9 Korea, South 2,195,000 
10 Mexico 2,073,000 

 
Table 3: World’s top oil consumers as of 2015 (World Bank, 2015). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: China oil consumption (thousands barrel per day) 1990-2013 (World Bank, 2015)3 
 
However contrary to expectations, in spite of implementation of “new normal” growth policy, 
Chinese consumption of oil has not declined. As can be seen from Figure 4, oil consumption in 
china continues to increase. 
 

                                                           
3 Data in Appendix Table 7 
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Hence the oil prices seem to be currently being impacted more by supply side issues between 
OPEC and US shale oil producers. However fears over the continued slowdown in Chinese 
economy are definitely fueling bearish sentiment within oil markets. 
 
3.4 Impact on Commodities Prices 
China is one of the largest consumer of commodities (Table 4). 
 

 1990 1995 2000 2010 2013 
Cement 18.60% 31.50% 35.70% 56.20% 58.50% 
Nickel  3.70% 5.10% 37.20% 50.50% 
Coal 23.70% 30.60% 30.70% 48.20% 50.30% 
Steel 10.80% 12.70% 15.10% 44.60% 49.80% 

Aluminium  9.30% 13.40% 39.80% 47.20% 
Copper  7.40% 12.40% 38.30% 46.70% 

Lead  4.90% 10.20% 44% 41.90% 
Cotton 23.30% 22% 25% 40.20% 31.80% 

 
Table 4: China’s consumption of commodities as a % of world production 

(KKR Global Institute, 2015). 
 
Being such a dominant player in the commodities market, a slowdown in its economy is expected 
to be further downward pressure on the prices in the commodities market.  
 
The prices of commodities which started declining from 2012 before the major plunge in 2014 is 
expected to further decline given the slowdown in Chinese economy. This trend is further 
exacerbated by the global surplus of output in many commodities market.  To understand how 
china can impact the commodities market, let’s look at the example of cotton market.  
 
Starting 2011 when the price of cotton started increasing, Chinese government started a policy of 
buying cotton directly from farmers to support farmers and build a reserve of cotton.  Also 
between the year 2011 and 2013 when the prices of cotton declined due to excess supply, china 
further added to its reserves.  
 
With these huge reserves of cotton, when the domestic demand for cotton declined the Chinese 
government started unloading some of its reserves putting further downward pressures on cotton 
prices.   
 
Similar to cotton, dampening commodities demand has led to a build-up in inventories of iron 
ore, coal and grain, further putting pressure on their prices. China to protect its local market has 
implemented measure to limit import which is further expected to take the price down.  
 
Also the new normal growth policy of Chinese economy which is looking restructuring the 
economy in which main emphasis will be assigned to services sector is expected to have an impact 
on commodities market.  Firstly growing share of consumer leads to an increase in the significance 
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of agriculture and services sector and imports related to these sector while declining in the 
demand of the products and imports related to mining,  quarrying and construction (Simola, 
2015). Therefore, prices of the items that are related to agriculture and services sector will grow 
in comparison to the commodities related to heavy industries and construction sector.  
 
Secondly, at the regional level, those trading partners of China such as India that supply raw 
material and technologies, that is necessary to produce commodities related to agriculture and 
food production will be in an advantageous situation in comparison to those countries which 
export metals like iron, copper necessary for heavy industries’ production. (Simola, 2015). 
 
4 Conclusion 
 
For the past three decades, China’s growth story was a very good example of how an economy 
can transform itself.  China’s strategy for high economic development was based upon the 
investment for capital formation and high trade surplus. However such a growth model comes 
with challenges like inequality- personal, regional and urban-rural and increased pollution, 
congestion and greenhouse gas emissions. To address these challenges, Chinese leadership is 
adopted a new growth approach which looks at restructuring the economy with focus on o 
services sector, domestic consumption, high speed of urbanization, and reducing the barriers for 
enhancing economic efficiency. This approach has created quasi-recession like situation in 
Chinese economy that is becoming the high cause of concerns for international institutions and 
other nations that are highly dependent on China for trade and investment.   
 
Prominent business leaders and economists are still positive about China. In fact more than the 
slowdown in Chinese economy, economists are concerned about the lack of direction and 
uncertainty regarding regulation. For instance – On one hand, the Chinese authority intervened 
to keep its currency high, on the other hand they allowed two sharp devaluation of the currency. 
The lack of direction and policy to achieve the new growth goals is what is concerning prominent 
economist and business leaders.  
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Appendix 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 5: China growth rate 1970-2014 (World Bank, 2015). 
 
 
 
 
 

Year  

GDP 
Growth 
rate Year  

GDP 
Growth 
rate 

1970 19.40 2000 8.43 
1971 7.00 2001 8.30 
1972 3.80 2002 9.09 
1973 7.90 2003 10.02 
1974 2.30 2004 10.08 
1975 8.70 2005 11.35 
1976 -1.60 2006 12.69 
1977 7.60 2007 14.19 
1978 11.88 2008 9.62 
1979 7.60 2009 9.23 
1980 7.81 2010 10.63 
1981 5.17 2011 9.48 
1982 9.02 2012 7.75 
1983 10.75 2013 7.68 
1984 15.21 2014 7.27 
1985 13.55 2000 8.43 
1986 8.93 2001 8.30 
1987 11.72 2002 9.09 
1988 11.30 2003 10.02 
1989 4.21 2004 10.08 
1990 3.93 2005 11.35 
1991 9.27 2006 12.69 
1992 14.28 2007 14.19 
1993 13.94 2008 9.62 
1994 13.08 2009 9.23 
1995 10.99 2010 10.63 
1996 9.92 2011 9.48 
1997 9.23 2012 7.75 
1998 7.85 2013 7.68 
1999 7.62 2014 7.27 
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Year  

Trade as 
% of 
GDP 

1990 29.62 
1991 33.00 
1992 33.69 
1993 31.73 
1994 42.06 
1995 38.44 
1996 33.72 
1997 33.95 
1998 31.63 
1999 33.15 
2000 39.36 
2001 38.25 
2002 42.46 
2003 51.61 
2004 59.45 
2005 62.90 
2006 64.77 
2007 62.28 
2008 56.80 
2009 43.59 
2010 49.33 
2011 48.83 
2012 45.71 
2013 43.90 
2014 41.54 

 
Table 6: Debt as a % of GDP (World Bank, 2015). 
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Year Consumption (thousands barrel per day) 
1990 2,296.40 
1991 2,498.80 
1992 2,661.60 
1993 2,959.49 
1994 3,160.61 
1995 3,363.16 
1996 3,610.09 
1997 3,916.27 
1998 4,105.83 
1999 4,363.60 
2000 4,795.72 
2001 4,917.88 
2002 5,160.71 
2003 5,578.11 
2004 6,437.48 
2005 6,795.44 
2006 7,263.33 
2007 7,479.92 
2008 7,697.13 
2009 8,069.82 
2010 8,938.36 
2011 9,504.05 
2012 9,980.00 
2013 10,116.64 

 
Table 7: China oil consumption (thousand barrel per day) 1990-2013 (World Bank, 2015). 
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Cloud Computing in the Banking Sector 
Eslam Badran & Ayesha Imran 

 
 

Abstract 
 
Cloud technology is becoming very popular in many industries. However, banking seems 
to be an exception. The adoption of cloud based infrastructure is minimum in banking 
industry in comparison to other industries. This is mainly because of security and 
reliability issues. Banks are apprehensive that by moving to a cloud based solution their 
data will become public and will be vulnerable to cyber-attacks. However, the trend is 
changing in recent years. This is because of the huge advantages cloud based solution 
provides provide over traditional on premise IT infrastructure. Cloud provides flexibility, 
scalability, lower cost, better customer experience and faster transaction processing. 
However, cloud solution is not without challenges. Interoperability, portability and 
security remains the three biggest challenges for cloud based solutions. However, as 
cloud service providers are taking more measures to address those issues, more banks 
will move to both private and public cloud based solutions for better customer 
experience and reduce cost. 

 
Keywords 

 
cloud, banking, security, scalability, interoperability 

 
1 Introduction 
 
In the era of information technology (IT) revolution, the banking industry is witnessing a 
changing business landscape. The growth of high speed internet services, combined with the 
plummeting cost of computing power, is bringing unprecedented changes in the banking 
services that were undreamt of in the earliest days. The explosion of information technology is 
propelling the banking industry to shift from paper and branch banks to digital and networked 
banking services. Cloud computing is a significant part of the IT revolution that facilitates 
businesses in providing digitized services. However, cloud computing technology is not just a 
mere tool used in information technology (IT) sector; it represents a paradigm shift to wholly a 
new business model. Since the banking industry has become more customer-driven, it is 
apparent that banks that are able to respond to the changing needs of customers by 
incorporating innovation in operations, business models and IT are doing better than the ones 
lagging behind in technology. In a bid to respond to the changing needs of customers, in recent 
years, an increased number of businesses have started adopting cloud computing. The 2010 IBM 
CIO study reports that 60% of chief information officers (CIOs) wish to use cloud today, which 
was only 33% even two years back (IBM, 2013). Price Waterhouse Coopers LLP in its 2013 survey 
findings reported that 71% of financial services respondents have stated that they would make 
more investment in cloud-based technologies, which was only 18% the year before (Forbes, 
2014). The use of cloud computing provides banks with a new model for delivering improved 
customer experiences, increased speed to market, effective collaboration and increased 
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efficiency in IT. This paper will discuss cloud computing and its usage in the banking industry in 
greater detail, touching upon the advantages and disadvantages of its usage.  

 
2 What is Cloud Computing? 
 
2.1 Definition 
Also called on-demand computing, cloud computing is an internet-based computing model that 
allows businesses and individuals to use hardware and software that are controlled by third 
parties at remote locations. This model allows businesses and individuals to access information 
and computer resources from any place where a network connection is available. Cloud-based 
technology provides users with a shared pool of resources such as networks, data storage space, 
specialized corporate and user applications, and computer processing power. As per the 
definition of cloud computing by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), 
cloud computing consists of "five essential characteristics, three service models, and four 
deployment models" (OPCC, 2014).  
 

 
Figure 1: Cloud Computing Model (OPCC, 2014) 

 
 

2.2 Cloud Computing Characteristics, Service and Deployment Models    
The five essential characteristics of cloud computing are resource pooling, broad network 
access, on-demand self-service, measured service, and rapid elasticity. Resource pooling means 
that customers access to information from a pool of computing resources located in remote 
data centers. Broad network access makes it feasible to offer services over the internet or private 
networks. On-demand self-service means businesses and individuals can request and manage 
their own computing resources (OPCC, 2014). Services can be both large and small in size. 
Customers are billed according to their usage of service.  
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The three service models of cloud computing are Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a 
Service (SaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) (OPCC, 2014). In PaaS model, an operating 
system (OS), network, and hardware are provided and the customer either installs or develops its 
own applications and software. In SaaS model, a pre-designed application coupled with the 
required OS, software, hardware, and network are provided. In the IaaS model the network and 
hardware are provided and the customer either installs or develops its own OS, applications, and 
software (OPCC, 2014). 
 

 
Figure 2: Deployment Model (OPCC, 2014) 

 
The four deployment models of cloud computing include public cloud, private cloud, 
community cloud, and hybrid cloud. In a public cloud model, services owned and operated by 
the cloud service provider are rendered over the internet. Examples of public cloud services 
include email services, online photo storage services, and social networking sites. In the private 
cloud model, the cloud services and infrastructure are operated only for a specific organization 
and are managed by either the organization itself or a third party vendor. In the community 
cloud model, cloud services are available to only a group of organizations. Either the cloud 
service provider or the organizations themselves may own and operate the cloud infrastructure 
(OPCC, 2014). In hybrid cloud, a combination of different models is used. For example, public 
and community clouds can be combined into a hybrid model.  
 
3 Why is Cloud Computing Required in Banking Services?  
 
3.1 Increasing Customer Demand for Flexibility 
The revolution of information technology has changed customer needs and preferences for 
services. Of late, customers want services to be offered over the internet, be that booking a 
flight or arranging a tour or paying bills. In such changing environment, satisfying the demands 
of customers has become a complex affair, because customers demand more convenience and 
autonomy over the banking services. Currently, the banking industry faces a number of business 
challenges such as capital inadequacy that lowers profit margins, demanding customers who 
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expect new services and offerings, fierce competition, changing business environment from 
product-centric to customer-centric, increased rules and regulations and increased social and 
government pressure. In order to stay ahead in competition, it has become important for banks 
to provide innovative new offerings to customers by transforming the business model and using 
IT services.  
 
3.2 Increasing Competition from Non-Conventional Players 
The unconventional payment solutions offered by PayPal, Google Wallet, Apple Wallet and 
others provide customers with more convenience. However, the payment solutions offered by 
many banks are still 30 years old. Though these established solutions worked for the banking 
industry earlier, the changing business environment and regulatory compliance burdens have 
necessitated the baking industry to try new means for maximizing profits and returns. By 
transforming and modernizing the banking operations, banks can produce an agile and flexible 
banking environment that will be able to cater to the new business needs. Since cloud 
computing technology provides multiple benefits to banks in terms of increased efficiency, 
increased collaboration and increased speed to market, banks that leverage the advantage of 
cloud computing will be in a better position to respond to economic downturns, demanding 
customers and interconnected global financial systems. Through the use of cloud computing 
services, banks will be able to use information to develop services that are in alignment with 
changing customer needs. Banks will also be able to optimize their investment channels and 
differentiate themselves from the competitors by providing excellent customer service.     
 
4 Advantages 
 
4.1 Building Customer Relationships 
In a recent study conducted by IBM, it was found that as high as 89% of the banking sector 
CEOs want to get close to the customers and their main means for achieving that is through the 
use of cloud computing technology. Banking sector market is no longer driven by the products 
offered by banks. In modern era, banks are driven by customer requirements. Just providing a 
pleasant banking experience is not enough. Customers want traditional products as well as on-
demand products accessible to them virtually from anywhere. Traditional mode of banking 
cannot facilitate such demands. Therefore, it is almost essential to move to a more flexible 
system like cloud (IBM, 2013). Cloud computing can help accelerate and optimize the data 
collection and data analysis through multiple channels. Banks can use this data to better 
monetize the customer relationships. Cloud computing helps improve the self-service, mobile 
banking and social application, scalability, and new developments (IBM, 2013). Through both 
staffed and automated channels, cloud application can trigger appropriate responses. Marketing 
and selling, which are often based on customer actions, can now become more targeted based 
on the availability of data on real-time basis in a cloud based environment. All these activities 
will improve the customer experience and lower operational excellence. Cloud will also help 
reduce the complexity in the banking process. Customers will no longer have to fill intricate 
forms or stand in a queue while availing banking services. Cloud can make the banking process 
smooth for customers by making the banking services accessible from all sorts of devices 
including computer, smartphone, mobile phone, ATMs, and kiosks. Also, cloud will present the 
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banking interface in a user-friendly format for customers to understand banking products and 
services easily.  
 
4.2 Cost Saving 
Cloud computing helps banks in cost saving. Cloud computing reduces the fixed IT costs for 
banks. IT fixed costs typically include the expenses after software licenses, networking 
equipment and servers. These fixed costs are more expensive and difficult to predict than the 
routine operation costs of IT services. With the use cloud computing services, banks no longer 
need to install software or pay for software license fees or build hardware. The adoption of 
cloud services makes bank shift their fixed upfront IT capital into variable operational costs (IBM, 
2013). Since cloud services are available on-demand, there is less investment involved in 
infrastructure maintenance. Cloud computing also makes it easy for banks to update the IT 
infrastructure with minimal operational costs. With cloud services, banks also get the flexibility 
to pick and choose the services they need and pay for them. This pay-per-use model removes 
the burden of bearing significant capital expenditures from the banks' shoulders (Capgemini, 
2011). Cloud computing makes it easy for them to update the IT infrastructure with minimal 
operational costs.  
 
4.3 Flexibility and Scalability 
The use of cloud computing provides banks with the ability to respond to the changing needs of 
the market, technology and customers. It helps banks streamline their operations. Since there is 
no scale limitations with cloud services, banks can scale up and scale down technology based on 
their requirements (IBM, 2013). Since with cloud services, banks do not need to maintain servers 
on their own, they can enjoy economies of scale as cloud service providers can provide the same 
service at lower cost. Thus, through the use of cloud services, banks can generate high growth 
and profit margins with increased operating leverage and efficiency ratio (IBM, 2013). Cloud 
computing also enables banks to transfer non-critical services to the cloud, such as 
maintenance, software patches and computing issues. Therefore, businesses can give more 
attention to the business transactions and not the IT related matters (Capgemini, 2011). 
 
4.4 Focus on Core Business Functions 
The core business functions of bank are to manage and sell financial products. The whole 
organization understands financial products very well. However, in the banking sector, 
understanding and implementing IT solutions to facilitate the banking products are very poor. 
Historically, most of the banks have either overinvested or underinvested on IT infrastructure 
based on their understanding of IT. However, with cloud computing, the overall information 
technology landscape may experience a huge transformation. Since cloud will be managed by 
third party service providers specialized in IT solutions, banks no longer need to understand the 
technical aspects of IT services and therefore, can focus more on their core financial business 
functions (Groenfeldt, 2014). In this new landscape, banking sector managers and leaders are 
only required to provide business guidance, security requirements, and legal requirements to 
the cloud service provider who then can translate the requirements into more technical terms 
and develop the product accordingly. This process will help banks develop renewed focus on 
customers and will help reduce the unnecessary cost of investment in IT. For example, if Chase 
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Bank outsources its IT infrastructure to Microsoft Azure for building and maintaining its financial 
services in a private cloud, then Chase Bank can reduce the requirement of keeping an IT 
organization within the company. It will only have to keep a few information technology 
managers who will work with Chase Bank leadership and Microsoft to define the strategy, 
technology, security requirement, and application requirements. As Microsoft Azure is one of 
the best in maintaining and operating private clouds in the world, Chase Bank will feel secure 
about its IT infrastructure without bothering about regular upgrades and scalability issues.  
 
4.5 Faster Client Service  
In a traditional banking IT system, clients and sellers often use two separate systems built 
specifically for them by the banks. Often clients and sellers are opaque to each other. Banks 
need to typically maintain middleware that goes through several steps while creating connection 
between clients and sellers in a traditional banking solution (Groenfeldt, 2014). However, in a 
cloud based environment, both clients and sellers are set up in the same platform. Therefore, 
connecting these two parties is extremely easy. Banks can develop simple cloud based solutions 
to facilitate direct interaction between clients and sellers. This will not only help improve the 
experience of customers and sellers, but will also reduce the overall transaction processing time 
and efficiency. For instance, in a traditional banking process, a typical transaction involving 
multiple parties such as customers, banks and credit card transaction facilitators (visa, Master 
card etc) requires three to five days to complete as the integration between visa, banks, and 
customers is not easy as those are maintained on separate on premise solutions that interact 
with each other through customized interfaces and are often opaque to each other. However, in 
a cloud based solution, the credit card service providers and banks can collaboratively create 
applications that can facilitate the customer transaction within a minute, because the verification 
process is seamless.  
 
4.6 Increased Security 
Security is an aspect, which is both an advantage and disadvantage for cloud based computing. 
In this section, how cloud based solution can enhance security will be touched upon. Historically, 
banks have created IT solutions and maintained them using the internal teams. As the IT teams 
of banks may not be often best resources available, their IT security solutions to safeguard the 
products and services are not often at par with the best practices. In recent past, because of this 
issue, the websites and databases of many banks were compromised to cyberattacks. Starting 
from banking giants such as City Bank to smaller regional players such as PNC Bank, almost 
everyone in the banking industry has faced cybersecurity threat at least once in recent past 
(Groenfeldt, 2014). By moving towards a cloud based solution, banks can actually improve 
security if they outsource the cloud management to an industry expert. For example, if City Bank 
creates its private and public clouds on Amazon’s cloud solution, then it can be rest assured that 
the cloud space will be less vulnerable to cyberattacks as Amazon cloud security standards are 
much superior to that of the banks. Therefore, apparently, it may seem that cloud computing 
will compromise the security of the banking system, but in reality, the overall security of banking 
services may go up because of better capability of cloud computing service providers.  
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5 Challenges 
 
5.1 Security and Compliance 
Above, it has been discussed that moving to a cloud based solution can improve the overall 
security of banking services. However, that may not be invariably true. The basic assumption 
behind the earlier discussion was that cloud service providers are highly skilled in building and 
maintaining security around cloud services. That may be true for bigger players such as Google, 
Amazon, and Microsoft, but may not be true for all the cloud service providers in the market. In 
fact, most of the cloud service providers may have poorly defined security standards for cloud 
computing as this is a new technology (OPCC, 2014). Many cloud computing service providers 
are still in the learning phase of creating a benchmark security solution for their cloud offerings. 
Unlike other sectors, banks cannot take chance with their data. Banking data being highly 
confidential and personal in nature require high level of security at each transaction point. 
Therefore, even with a single lapse in security can expose the whole cloud based system to 
hackers. In the cloud landscape, as the data continuously floats through the internet, accessing 
the data through cyberattacks becomes easier (OPCC, 2014). Therefore, it is not only important 
to build a secure system to safeguard the data repository for customers and suppliers, but also 
important to create a standardized security protocol and encryption method that will safeguard 
the flow of data between two clouds and the same from customer and supplier devices to the 
cloud. Presently, there is no single benchmarked security standard available to guide the cloud 
service provider, which creates a huge challenge for the banks to make an appropriate selection 
of the cloud service provider (OPCC, 2014).  
 

 
Figure 3: Cloud Service Delivery Models (Capgemini, 2011) 

 
The Banking sector is an industry that continuously needs to conform to the legal and security 
standards defined by the government and regulatory authorities. This creates a challenge for the 
cloud solution. Cloud service providers may provide a onetime good solution for the banks, but 
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they may not be good to come up with solutions for subsequent changes required to conform 
to legal and regulatory standards (OPCC, 2014). Therefore, it is important for banks to design 
cloud solutions and cloud service providers that can conform to high level of service level 
agreement (SLA) standards required by the banks and flexibility to change its product features.  
 
5.2 Reliability 
Unlike on premise solution in which security breach can cause shutdown and restoration process 
to take 3-5 days, if not more, cloud computing is more reliable in terms of restoration of 
operation (OPCC, 2014). However, this may not be true always. As most of the cloud service 
providers operate from one or two big data centers, if any problem such as natural disaster or 
unpredictable event affects the data center, then it may cause total operational disruption. This 
makes the whole process unreliable. However, to achieve economies of scale, cloud service 
providers will probably continue to use the method of creating big data centers for data storage 
and therefore, this challenge will always pose business risks to banks.  
 
5.3 Management of Cloud Services 
Traditionally, banks have used their own servers and IT solutions to manage banking services. 
With all the products directly managed by the banks, the banks had the visibility to the 
performance of the IT systems. However, in the era of cloud computing, it will not be easy for 
banks to manage the performance of IT services. For example, if large banks outsource their 
services to several cloud service providers, it will be difficult for the banks to create performance 
management metrics that will monitor on the banking services (OPCC, 2014). In a diverse 
landscape built over several systems, it will be challenging for the banks to create and monitor 
standardized key performance indicators (KPIs) on a regular basis.  
 
5.4 Interoperability and Portability 
One of the major challenges of shifting to a cloud based system is portability and 
interoperability. Most of the banks need to generate and keep terabytes of data every day. 
Therefore, if banks decide to change their cloud service provider, it will pose several portability 
challenges. Data portability is a big challenge as it is not always easy to transport huge chunks 
of data from one cloud service provider to another in the absence of a standardized 
transportation protocol (OPCC, 2014). Apart from data portability issue, there are also 
application and transportation portability issues. The application developed on a cloud platform 
may not at all be portable to others. In case of changing cloud service providers, banks may 
have to come up with huge customizations to create similar applications in the new cloud. This 
will not only disrupt operations, but also can severely affect customer experience. The same 
issue can happen at platform level as well.  
 
Interoperability is another issue that will be a challenge in a cloud based environment. Most of 
the banks probably will opt for multiple cloud service providers to mitigate operational risks, but 
this will increase challenges related to interoperability. Data and application developed in one 
cloud may not communicate seamlessly with similar data and application built in another cloud, 
because there is no common application or data layer protocol available in the cloud market. 
This indicates that even though each of the cloud services may offer highly flexible environment 
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to store and retrieve data and develop new applications, the integration of these operations in 
multiple clouds will require the banks to customize and maintain a complex PI/XI environment 
(OPCC, 2014). Therefore, while choosing the cloud service providers, it is important for the banks 
to consider portability and interoperability issues not only in the short term development, but 
also in the long term development.  
 
6 Future of Cloud in Banking Sector 
 
In recent years, banks are warming to cloud computing after hesitating to adopt this new 
technology for over a decade. The main concern for the banks was the accessibility of their data 
to outsiders. In a typical cloud computing environment, the data passes through public internet 
more number of times than a traditional public environment. However, in recent years, concerns 
about security and reliability of cloud computing have gone up enormously. The current cloud 
service providers are able to convince the banks to use cloud computing services in the banking 
sector (CSA, 2015). Also, the cloud service providers have started offering different solutions 
such as private cloud, public cloud and a hybrid cloud to fulfill different types of banking needs. 
At this point, the private cloud is gaining huge traction among the banking sectors because of 
its higher security and reliability than public cloud solutions, although private cloud is costlier 
than public cloud. Private cloud mitigates some of the challenges discussed in the above 
section. In case of private cloud, visibility and control are superior compared to public cloud. 
However, maintaining and operating a private cloud are costlier than traditional on premise 
solutions. Therefore, by shifting to private cloud, banks may not achieve cost advantage but they 
will certainly be able to enjoy the flexibility and scalability (CSA, 2015). However, in the long run, 
banks will probably start shifting towards public cloud or hybrid cloud. As the cloud 
environment evolves further, security and reliability protocols will be standardized for most of 
the industry players, making the overall cloud computing process extremely safe for investment. 
Also, in the foreseeable future, there is a high chance that public cloud service providers will 
provide data formats, application developments, and platform integrations, which are more 
open sourced, thereby increasing interoperability and portability 9CSA, 2015). If and when this 
happens, public cloud will be able to overcome some of the challenges it is facing today. Apart 
from flexibility, banks can also significantly reduce their cost by moving to a public cloud.  
 
Apart from deciding between private, public and hybrid clouds, it is important for the banks to 
understand the services it can move to cloud first for maximizing the benefits of cloud 
computing without facing many challenges in the cloud based environment. Delivery channels, 
customer analytics and CRM, enterprise content management, IT and application developments 
are the areas which should move to cloud first (Capgemini, 2011). My moving these services to 
cloud banks will be able to enhance  the  customer  experience  and  delivery  efficiency  without 
compromising on the security of the data. Client Sales and Servicing and payments can be the 
next services which can move to cloud as this will integrate the suppliers and customers and 
reduce the overall transaction  processing  time  (Capgemini, 2011).  Given  the  current  state  of 
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Figure 4: Functions suited for cloud based solutions (Capgemini, 2011) 
 
 
public cloud, moving ERP systems of the banks and enterprise data to the cloud will not be a 
good idea (Capgemini, 2011). However, it will be a good idea to move those functions to cloud 
as and when the industry improves its security and reliability features and also create a single 
format for data and application interoperability and portability.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Cloud computing is one of the most upcoming trend in the technology industry. Cloud is 
changing the way business infrastructures are designed and maintained. Already many 
industries have moved their IT infrastructure to cloud. However, the adoption of cloud is 
relatively low in banking sector. The main reasons that are stopping the banks from adopting 
cloud are reliability and security of the cloud based solutions. Another concern for the banks is 
sharing the private and confidential data with a third party service provider. However, many of 
the cloud service providers now are offering state of the art security and reliability features. By 
moving to cloud banks can gain flexibility, scalability, improve customer experience, reduce cost, 
reduce transaction processing time and improve security. However, lack of a single benchmark 
security protocol in cloud industry, non-interoperability, and lack of easy portability remain the 
main challenges for the cloud based solutions. However, more and more banks will move to 
cloud in the coming days mainly to enhance the customer experience, flexibility and reduce cost. 
However, the early adopters may face some security issues as well.   
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The Politics of Micro-Finance Regulation in Andhra Pradesh: 
Conflicts, Consequences and Capture 

Amritha Edachery 
 
 

Abstract 
 

This paper attempts to examine policy objectives, legislative intent, impacts, and 
consequences pertaining to the micro finance regulatory initiatives in the State of Andhra 
Pradesh, Republic of India. The study focuses on the Andhra Pradesh Micro-Finance 
Institutions (Regulation of Money Lending), - the AP Ordinance. The analytical narrative 
endeavors to establish a causal link between the human tragedy of suicides, the media 
hype, and the AP Ordinance, that was promulgated as an interventional tool. It further 
examines the demise of the MFI’s, the erosion of the rural banking setup and the re-
emergence of informal rural lending dominated by moneylenders, traders, and 
landowners. The study in conclusion exposes the failure of a regulation right from 
inception to its implementation, opening up fissures of generational indebtedness, and 
identifying the channel of idle capital seeking interest, profits flowing into the void, to 
bind the farmers, and cultivators of Andhra Pradesh. 
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1 Introduction: Crisis in Andhra Pradesh 

 
In the month of October, 2010, State Government of Andhra Pradesh, India’s fifth-most- 
populous state and the one with the highest Micro-Finance penetration, issued the Andhra 
Pradesh Micro-Finance Institutions Regulation of Money Lending Ordinance, 2010 (herein 
referred to as the AP Ordinance). The AP Ordinance was promulgated to protect SHG women 
groups who were ‘being exploited by private Micro-Finance institutions through usurious 
interest rates and coercive means resulting in their impoverishment and in some cases leading 
to suicides.’ (Roodman, 2010). In fact the Ordinance extended beyond women, to all micro 
finance borrowers. The AP Ordinance passed and released on 15 October 2010, cited 30 
suicides in 45 days as the reason for protecting borrowers from MFIs and their agents (The 
Economic Times, 2010b; the Hindu, 2010). The AP Ordinance was issued with the avowed object 
of protecting the borrowers from the unethical and violent recovery practices of the MFIs 
(TNN, 2010). The immediate effect was that MFI’s activities in Andhra Pradesh slowed down. 
The State government’s response to regulate the MFIs, particularly loan recovery, and collection 
excesses was a necessary response to prevent more suicides. 
 
So this paper highlights the apparent vulnerability of public institutions, in issuing regulations 
which are subsequently hindered by unintended consequences, leading to ‘capture’ by private 
interests. The role of politician-regulator vested with authority to issue appropriate 
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regulatory statutes, is also examined to identify strains of underlying self-interest of the 
decision makers. The analysis focuses on and explores the events leading to the promulgation 
of the AP Ordinance with specific reference to the Micro-Finance industry in the State of 
Andhra Pradesh in India. It is essentially an inquiry to identify ‘the processes’ that led to the 
issuance of the AP Ordinance, 2010 by examining the regulation in the backdrop of public 
and private interest theories. This inquiry conducted in 2012 was led by the expository 
position summed up by Morgan and Yeung (2007) in their statement ‘what happens to 
make government actors pass detailed rules that govern the conduct of private actors.’ It also 
tests public interest and private interest theories’ applicability in the Micro-Finance 
framework in Andhra Pradesh, India and identifies some of the intended and unintended 
consequences that arose from the passage of the AP Ordinance.  The findings are still relevant 
evident in the increasing farmer suicides in India, particularly Andhra Pradesh. 
 
2 An overview 
 
2.1 The Micro-Finance industry 
The year 2005 was declared ‘the UN Year of Micro-credit’ by the United Nations. The following 
year saw Mr. Mohammed Yunus and the Grameen Bank, Bangladesh being awarded the 
Nobel Peace prize ‘for their efforts to create economic and social development from below.’ 
Micro-Finance was believed to be the tool of development that would enable poverty 
alleviation (Indian Institute of Banking and Finance, 2009). 
 
Proponents of Micro-Finance claim that providing credit to the poor can enable households 
to invest in their business enterprises, increase their earnings and boost their standard of 
living. However, in recent years, a number of empirical studies (Banerjee et al, 2009; 
Karlan and Zinman, 2009 as cited by Moise, 2010) have cast doubt on claims about 
microcredit’s efficacy in alleviating poverty. Some discerning entrants like CRS, did identify 
capital inflows into the MFI sector as the predatory movement of idle capital seeking interest. 
Thus the rural community was drawn into a vicious circle of debt repayments (Practical Action, 
2010). 
 
Alex Cockburn (2006) in his paper ‘ the myth of micro-loans’ says that even though Micro-
Finance loans have helped poor women, the trouble with micro-credit is that it does not 
make a macro-difference. He proceeds to quote Sainath who says that ‘microloans can be a 
legitimate tool in certain conditions, as long as you don’t elevate the tool into a gigantic 
weapon. No one was ever liberated by being placed in debt’ (Cockburn, 2006). The ‘Micro-
Finance’ fraud, despite lavish praise from the media, has made no difference. The confirmed 
suicides of some 20 rural borrowers from the fledging Micro-Finance sector in Andhra Pradesh 
in 2010 cast a dark shadow. Four leading Micro-Finance institutions were charged by 
government inspectors for levying interest rates in excess of 40% (Foster, 2006). 
 
2.2 The Micro-Finance industry in India 
In 1992, the government started a national programme through the National Bank for 
Agriculture and Rural Development ( NABARD)  to support NGOs that were organizing the 
rural poor into Self Help Groups (SHGs). Assisting rural populace open savings accounts 
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and obtain loans from the nearest bank, usually a public sector or Regional Rural Bank. This 
became known as the SHG- Bank linkage programme (Indian Institute of Banking and Finance, 
2009). 
 
2.2.1 The SHG- Bank linkage program 
SHG’s are small informal groups consisting of about 10-20 members from socially and 
economically homogenous segments. The composition of membership is mostly exclusively 
male or exclusively female. In India more than 90% of the SHG members are female only. In 
1992, the Government piloted the SHG-Bank Linkage program (Fernandez, 2005 as cited by 
Roodman,  2012). The SHG’s are linked more to commercial banks than any other forms of 
financial institutions. Around two-thirds SHG’s are linked to commercial banks in Southern parts 
whereas in the north eastern region, more than one-third of SHG’s are linked to Regional Rural 
Banks. (Bharat Micro-Finance Report, 2011). 
 
2.2.2 The Micro-Finance sector in Andhra Pradesh 
Andhra Pradesh is the leader in the Micro-Finance sector in India with the highest penetration 
of micro-credit institutions known as SHGs, NGOs, MFIs and also the Government of 
Andhra Pradesh. One of the State government’s flag ship schemes ‘Velugu’ was pioneered 
under the administration of TDP government which was led by Chandra Babu Naidu. The 
TDP government is a major promoter of SHGs and has made cheap credit one of its important 
policy initiatives. The Velugu program covers well over 90% of all poor households in the State. 
SHGsoan disbursement is based on the particular groups savings deposited with the bank. A 
percentage of the saving is disbursed as the group loan, encouraging group initiative. But 
the MFIs are preferred over the SHGs because of the easily accessible loans that are doled out 
on a more frequent basis. And unlike the SHGs, MFIs also extend individual loans with joint 
liability rather than the group loan. Membership to both programs carries different benefits 
so clients usually prefer to maintain dual membership rather than quit any one (Duflo, Tripathi 
and Walton, 2007), leading to multiple loan exposure. 
 
2.3 SHGs as a vote bank 
In the year 1994, the potential of SHGs as vote banks was exploited by Chandra Babu Naidu to 
swing electoral contests in favour of the TDP. In order to garner support, he endorsed the 
anti- arrack (local liquor) agitation that was an initiative spearheaded by the SHGs. This 
endorsement won him the Chief Minister post for two terms. But when he withdrew support for 
the anti-arrack movement by lifting prohibition, and also in a major policy shift backed the for-
profit MFIs, the SHGs turned against Naidu and this was assumed to be one of the reasons he 
was ‘booted out of the office, unceremoniously.’ Ever since then, the SHGs have not been 
under-estimated by the politicians and more efforts have been made to appease them, in the 
form of interest free loans and educational loans etc. being offered. SHGs are increasingly 
being targeted as a vote bank in many parts of the country (Alexander, 2012). In this 
regard, any disruption to the existing framework is viewed with hostility by the State 
government. This was true with regards to the MFIs who managed to upset the existing 
balance (Duflo, Tripathi and Walton, 2007). 
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Mohan and Praveen (2010) contribute to this view by highlighting the possibility of the 
Ordinance being passed as a result of the adversarial relationship between the big private 
micro- financiers and the Andhra Pradesh government's SHG programme (Velugu). The 
Government morphs into a regulator, and competitor leading to a conflict of interest scenario 
which continues to be deliberately ignored. The SHG’s were always considered by politicians as 
a vote bank or as a well-connected group which could be mobilized for any political or 
governmental programme. When private MFIs expanded across the State, the political and 
administrative advantages were no longer available for the district administration. When 
MFIs’ expanded across the State, the allegiance of the rural poor as a vote bank to the 
SHG’s eroded, thereby ruffling the political parties and their ability to command votes (Mohan 
and Praveen, 2010). 
 
The State’s effort to protect borrowers from coercive loan recovery by MFIs camouflaged the 
strategy to eliminate competition from MFIs. Its not-so-hidden agenda was to give the 
government’s own Micro-Finance scheme, through SHG’s, a lending monopoly, eliminating MFI 
as rivals. The preamble of the ordinance clearly says that MFIs’ are a threat to SHGs and must 
be quashed’ (Aiyar, 2011). The AP Ordinance further failed to enhance enforceability of pre- 
existing legislation curbing money lending, and aggressive recovery acts. The Virginian School 
of Political Economy sees legislators and regulators as pursuers of expected votes for 
ideological ends (Baldwin, Cave and Lodge, 2011). The regulator is seen as a politician-
regulator who is largely interested in re-election. This is demonstrated in the active pursuit 
and appeasement of SHGs, a potential vote bank, by the politicians in Andhra Pradesh. 
 
Rajagopalan (2005) points out the SHGs loose financial culture which they acquired with the 
loans from the Government banks by highlighting interest group theories of regulation 
that stresses on the extent to which regulatory developments are driven not by the pursuit of 
public interest but by the particularistic concerns of interest groups. (Baldwin, Cave and Lodge, 
2011). This is more or less indicative of George Stigler’s (1971) theory of capture where he 
states that ‘as a rule, regulation is acquired by the industry and designed and operated 
primarily for it’s benefit.’ Accordingly, regulation is inherently about degrees of capture 
(Baldwin, Cave and Lodge, 2011). 
 
2.4 The Role of Banks in the Micro-Finance industry 
The major banks continued to finance SHGs directly and indirectly through other intermediaries 
(NGOs). Simultaneously, the banks were also aggressively funding MFIs that followed the 
Grameen model. 
 
As of 2012, it was estimated that both the SHGs and the MFIs would have bank finance to the 
extent of Rs.300 billion each. The State also had a role to play in the bank’s involvement as they 
encouraged them to lend more to MFIs highlighting the close relationship that the State 
government shared with the banking industry. Banks started seeing this portfolio as one that 
gave a good risk adjusted return (Reserve Bank of India, 2001). Discreetly built into the 
Grameen model, is the strategy of finance capital to capitalize on the organizational structure 
to turn microcredit into a vehicle for the investment of capital, coupled with the facility to test, 
and market technology produced by the MNCs (Choudhary, 2006). 
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However, things didn’t transpire as planned: with recovery rates estimated as low as 25 -33% on 
the IRDP (Integrated Rural Development Programme) loans, RRBs continued to struggle in 
reaching the goal of financial viability. Weak monitoring and supervision, apathy towards loan 
recovery, and failure in attempts to link lending with development (to ensure the sound usage 
of loans) were the main internal reasons for the failure of the RRBs; while political 
interference, willful default, drought, underdevelopment, lack of legal and administrative 
support from the state government in matters of recovery, etc. were some of the external 
reasons (Duflo, Tripathi and Walton, 2007). 
 
The Reserve Bank of India, 'inspired' by the neo-liberal ideology embedded in the Grameen 
model, has liberalized their rules so that the program can be introduced among the starving 
tea estate workers in north-eastern India and among the poor in south India (Foster, 2007). 
It is a single string tying all: finance capital, the idle-capital seeking interest. This creeping 
penetration of interest seeking finance capital among the poor, in fact reaches to a bankable 
rural customer base of ‘approximately 60 million women having access to loans through their 
SHGs (Srinivasan, 2010 as cited by Roodman, 2012). In the scenario post AP Ordinance, a 
perfect platform for capture evolved, to the benefit of special interest groups in this case the 
banks. 
 
3 A theoretical analysis of the situation in Andhra Pradesh 
 
3.1 A regulatory overview 
Prosser (2006) proposes an idealistic view wherein he identifies the intention of regulation to 
further ‘social solidarity and another rationale which involves protection of human rights’. This 
aspect of regulation pursues the prevention or limiting the market’s role in social fragmentation. 
Here the underlying preference is social solidarity over and above the benefits that the 
market has to offer in terms of ‘promoting efficiency and consumer choice (Prosser, 2006). 
He also propagates the ‘apparently simple solution of market allocation’ to avoid social 
fragmentation by suggesting that this can be corrected through the use of distributional 
means such as social welfare benefits or a more direct targeting of public support to less 
advantaged consumers (Prosser, 2006). Therefore regulatory intervention may be justified to 
ensure equal treatment on the grounds of citizenship and inclusivity. Johan Den Hertog (2000) 
contributes to this theory by viewing regulation as a protection of human rights and social 
solidarity. He defines social regulation to be those that cover areas of ‘environment, labor 
conditions (occupational health and safety), consumer protection and labor (equal 
opportunities and so on).’ 
 
The regulatory response in terms of the AP Ordinance may be viewed as a tool to pursue social 
regulation on a broader level. In the context of this research, the instrument applied here 
would be the AP Ordinance in order to deal with the suicides related to the coercive 
practices of the MFIs’ and protect the general welfare of the people. To a certain degree 
the AP Ordinance addressed ‘distributional justice, and protection of human rights’ (Ogus as 
cited by Jordana and Levi-Faur, 2004). The objective of the Ordinance indirectly 
acknowledges the right to avail credit for the rural cultivators, and farmers. The direct 
purpose of the AP Ordinance to curb aggressive recovery practices, can be termed as an 
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exercise to respect human rights. 
 
A more incisive approach is introduced by Koford (1982) wherein he dares comment on political 
leaders practice of calculating utilities and maximizing welfare where the preferred outcome is 
determined by the leader’s vision. (as cited by Stratmann, 1997). Research pursued on behalf of 
this study confirms Stratmann’s theory and reveals that the policy intervention in the form of the 
AP Ordinance introduced at the behest of the political leaders identifies a ‘quest to maximize 
welfare.’ 
 
Morgan and Yeung (2007) cites Sunstein’s approach to justify regulatory intervention that is 
based on substantive values other than economic efficiency. This approach rests essentially 
on civic republican notions of virtue. According to them, it relies on an implicit assumption 
that political systems define the content of collective agreement on certain ideas about what 
counts as good in political, social and economic life. In Andhra Pradesh, the SHGs were a 
government favoured group, primed up as a channel for rural credit. SHGs had a manifest 
advantage in competing with MFIs’ and economic efficiency as an intended and desirable 
objective was side- lined with the passage of the AP Ordinance. 
 
Embedded in this question is another philosophically related one: What motivates a regulator - 
a legislator, commissioner, agency head, or bureaucrat - faced with a regulatory decision? 
Do such actors seek the ‘best’ policy in a civic sense, or are they motivated principally by 
the prospect of personal gain? Or are they subtly swayed by the special interest groups. So in 
issuing the AP Ordinance, did the legislators in Andhra Pradesh seek the ‘best policy’? If so 
there is no evidence to substantiate this as an ideological initiative. The ‘best’ policy can be 
hard to define in principle or to determine in practice, as we shall see, but in the sense it 
has been generally used, ‘best’ has a primarily public or other - regarding cast, one that goes 
beyond individual self- interest (Levine and Forrence, 1990). 
 
3.1.1 Public interest theory 
According to Hertog (2000), the classical public-interest theory as interpreted and re-stated 
by Posner is both a positive theory about what motivates policy-makers and a normative 
theory about what should motivate them. The theory posits political actors who act, 
sometimes mistakenly, to further a vision of the public good (usually called in recent discussions 
‘the public interest’). The forging of the AP Ordinance can be considered as a ‘policy tool’ 
leading to the slow demise, however intended, of MFIs and emergence of SHGs as an 
‘institution.’ This can be classified as an attempt of the Government to address a ‘market 
failure’ (Hertog, 2000). Levinne and Forrence (1990) sheds further light on the impact of 
superiors, and subordinates on the policy makers. There is silence or a degree of 
arbitrariness on the relationship between publicly motivated policy-makers and their 
superiors and subordinates. If traditional public- interest theories focus on that relationship, 
Levvine and Forrence (1990) proposes the classical political question about whether a 
policy-maker should further their own conception of the public interest or bow to their 
constituents' or superior's view of what that public interest is. The exercise of the State’s 
legislative power in the ‘interest of public’ can be read as an instance of ‘employment of legal 
instruments for the implementation of socio-economic policy objectives as opined by Hertog 
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(2000). 
 
An unusually bold, but true statement exposing the superficial approach of regulators is 
proposed by Dwyer (1990), stating that regulatory programmes are more focused on displaying 
official concern and the illusion of action’ rather than to exercise control over externalities. The 
media hype built on the farmer suicides’ and the sensationalism added pressure on the 
Government to legislate. Thus the AP Ordinance could be viewed as an expected (illusion of) 
action taken due to the ‘official concern’ about the state of affairs. The theory of public interest 
becomes less convincing when taken literally. This proposition to a certain extent corresponds 
with Stigler’s opinion, (1971) that it is the self-interest of regulators that drive them to regulate. 

 
3.1.2 Private interest theory 
Sunstein (1990) argues, in the ‘paradoxes of regulatory state,’ that the statute is not self-defeating 
if its purpose is to benefit a particular group, and that purpose is achieved. In the case of the AP 
Ordinance, it was intended to reduce the coercive practises of the MFIs which allegedly lead to 
farmer suicides. Although the AP Ordinance set up a mechanism curbing coercive recovery 
practices, it did not address the problem of multiple borrowing, which was not something that 
was new. Multiple lending was also encouraged by the SHGs and private money lenders too. 
 
The affordability of credit and ability to repay was not factored into lending policies and easy 
availability of credit pushed borrowers into increasing debt, pressure to repay followed by 
aggressive recovery measures by lenders. The attempt of the Government of Andhra Pradesh in 
promulgating the AP Ordinance and provision of unstinted support in the form of most favoured 
status to SHGs reflect populist regulatory measures. This is reflected in Dwyer’s cryptic comment 
that regulators attempt to show ‘official concern and the illusion of action’ describes the motives 
of the Government. Stigler’s (1971) theory also assists in identifying that it is the ‘self-interest of 
regulators that drive them to regulate.’ So going by Sunstein’s view, since the AP Ordinance –
partially- serves the purpose that it was intended for, it cannot be regarded as self-defeating 
regardless of the side effects.  But is that really the case? 
 
3.2 Regulatory failure and side effects 
According to Hirchman’s ‘jeopardy’ argument, despite the worthy character of a particular 
regulatory instrument, its deployment would risk wider achievements and or lead to a chain 
of undesirable effects (Baldwin, Cave and Lodge, 2011). The farmer suicides were not entirely 
due to MFI recovery practices. The AP Governments regulatory intervention at the most 
was an enabling factor. The media frenzy forced a social legislation and under pressure, the 
Government failed to address the lacunae in existing legislation, to further beef up the AP 
Ordinance which leads to the question of whether an opportunity was lost to regulate 
money lending. 
 
It must be noted that the AP Ordinance lays down conditions for operation of Money Lenders, 
in addition to the existence of a comprehensive, specific statute, Andhra Pradesh (Andhra 
Region Scheduled Area) Moneylenders Regulation 1960) aimed at regulating rural money 
lending.  This specific statute along with provisions in the AP Ordinance pertaining to 
money lending was never enforced. This wealth of legislation prohibits abusive means of 
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enforcing repayment and variously requires that rural moneylenders be registered, and that 
interest rates be limited (Foster, 2006). Thus the AP Ordinance was an additional piece of 
legislation, that maybe classified as a superficial regulatory effort as broadly defined by 
Dwyer (1990) and Grabosky (1995). There were no attempts on the part of the State to 
identify the causes that led farmers to increased borrowing. It is a moot point to examine 
whether the increase in rural indebtedness from 1991 was the result of the Government 
shifting to neo liberal economic measures, particularly borrowing pressure on cultivators 
necessitated by suppliers of seed, pesticide and insecticide to the farmers. 
 
Continuing with the ‘jeopardy’ argument, the inherent benefits of the narrow proposal would 
thus tend to be outweighed by the costs of the wider loss of achievements (Baldwin, Cave 
and Lodge, 2011). Grabosky (1995) highlights ‘perverse incentives’ as a variety of 
counterproductive regulations where policies are structured in a manner that encourages 
this aspect. After the passage of the AP Ordinance, many instances of politicians 
approaching the SHG members and the MFI borrowers and encouraging them to default on 
their loans have been reported. The politicians exploited the mass paranoia that was present 
among the villagers to appear as heroes so that they could secure as many votes as possible 
which coincides with the Virginian theory where politicians are motivated by the prospect of 
gaining electoral support. This populist act of the politicians, were conveniently understood 
by borrowers, as a crude repayment waiver endorsed by statute, the AP Ordinance. 
 
Aiyar (2011) holds the view that the AP Ordinance was a ‘boon to money-lenders.’ Over the 
last 20 years, the MFIs have made their presence felt in Andhra Pradesh by promoting financial 
inclusiveness and catering to the needs of millions of poor women thereby filling the gap 
that was once monopolized by private money-lenders. But with the passage of the AP 
Ordinance, MFI activity has come to a standstill with repayment rates dropping drastically. 
The domino effect that this has on the country cannot be under-estimated since equity 
investors and bankers are reluctant to finance a sector with such political risks (Aiyar, 2011). 
 
The Editorial of MRZine magazine, September 2007 issue refers to a Report of the Technical 
Group to Review Legislations on Money Lending in India set up by the Reserve Bank of India to 
legalize moneylending in India. The RBI proposal to legalize moneylending, and to link it to 
banks was cheered by the Chairman and Managing Director of Vijaya Bank: ‘Any tie-up with 
moneylenders is bound to bring down transaction cost of banks in reaching out to certain 
niche segments like rural and agricultural clientele. Yes, the income level in rural economy is 
rising and if moneylenders can channelize these into banks, business is bound to be there’ (as 
cited by Foster, 2006). This attempt qualifies as a regulatory effort to ‘benefit narrow special 
interests as opposed to promote collective welfare as proposed by Morgan and Yeung (2007). 
With the AP Ordinance effectively forcing MFIs to close shop, there is a bankable customer 
base of 60 million women in the region. This constitutes a tantalizing platform for finance 
capital to park idle funds in the form of investment to generate interest profits. 
 
The AP Ordinance, and the dynamics present in Andhra Pradesh demonstrates an 
adaptability among the various interest groups to co-operate, instead of compete as 
theorized by Becker, 1983.  This move to cooperate was also aided by the effective demise of 
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MFIs. 
 
4 Methodology 
 
For the purpose of this research, a semi- structured interview was employed and an explanatory 
research design that sought to address why the AP Ordinance was passed and in the process, 
develop a causal explanation for its passage. A wide cross section of interviewees were covered 
that consisted of researchers, academics, journalists, activists, Government officials, association 
directors, members from SHG groups, previous MFI borrowers, politicians, money lenders and 
MFI agents from Hyderabad, Tenali, Vijayawada, Guntoor and Bangalore. Interviewees had 
‘freedom to roam’ as they wished and develop ideas which proved extremely useful in 
developing an understanding of the complex social situations and events in Andhra Pradesh. 
With regards to this research, it meant understanding the motivations behind the passing of the 
AP Ordinance and more importantly the intended and unintended effects of the regulation that 
was passed which is discussed in the section below. 
 
5 Findings, Analysis and Discussion 
 
5.1 Public interest or private interests 
The AP Ordinance can be viewed as a strategy that was successful in achieving what it intended 
to do in terms of Sunstein’s (1990) view where he states that a ‘statute is not self-defeating as 
long as it benefits a particular group.’ The findings affirm that the suicides that were linked to 
the coercive recovery practices have reduced and the environment in the village is less 
hostile contributing to the betterment of the general welfare of the poor. Therefore from this 
very narrow viewpoint the findings contribute to the public interest theory of regulation. 
 
But on a further analysis, the findings coincide with the theory suggested by Grabosky (1995) 
who questions the motives of the government behind the passage of the regulation and states 
that they may not desire the regulation to have the intended effect but instead rendered ‘lip 
service’ to appease certain sectoral interests while more fully accommodating others. This 
reinstates Grabosky’s (1995) view that regulators are more inclined towards pursuing short term 
objectives and disregards the effect of the regulation in the long term.  The politicians use 
regulation as just a mouth piece and as Stigler (1971) suggests they are motivated by self-
interests in getting re- elected. Baldwin, Lodge and Cave (2011) confirm this notion by 
stating that the process of politics is seen as inherently being about self-interested action. It 
also contributes to the Virginian school of political economy’s view that regulators are pursuers 
of expected votes. The SHGs in Andhra Pradesh is an institutionalized vote bank and the 
power that lies within them does not go unrecognized by the politicians. According to 
Baldwin, Cave and Lodge (2011), the blame and risk avoiding behaviour of regulatory 
agencies leads to a focus on realizing popular and convenient outcomes rather than those that 
are important, difficult and potentially unpopular. It also brings into question whether the 
regulators have considered the long term impact of the Ordinance’s passage. 
 
The findings affirm the Public Choice perspective on political action as described by Roberts 
(2010) which views politicians as having a narrow fixation on maximizing votes in the next 
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election rather than the pursuit of broad programs or ideologies. This leads to 
governmental systems being viewed as myopic because of the fixation of politicians on elections. 
Therefore the AP Ordinance can be viewed as one that was passed in the interest of the public 
on the face of it but behind the veil lurks the self-interests of the politicians. 
 
5.2 Capture by special interest groups 
The findings contribute to Derthick and Quirk (1985) assumption that regulation policies are 
heavily influenced by surrounding forces. With regards to this research, the banks can be viewed 
as the surrounding ‘forces.’ Stigler (1971) suggested that ‘as a rule regulation is acquired by the 
industry and is designed and operated primarily for its benefit. In contrast to the traditional 
view that bureaucrats attempt to serve the general welfare are theories that view them as 
servants of some well-defined interest, either due to the agency being set up to serve that 
client (the cartel theory) or because, through the years agencies become vulnerable to being 
taken over by some special interest (the capture theory). The special interest group ranges from 
the producers that are regulated, a professional elite or an especially powerful interest group. 
From the findings presented above, the banks emerge as the powerful interest group who 
appear to have exerted pressure on the government to pass this Ordinance which ultimately 
proves beneficial to them. The gap that is left behind by the MFIs is being attempted to be 
filled in by the ‘Sthree Nidhi’ program which is again another bank dependent program. 
 
According to Baldwin, Cave and Lodge (2011), interest group theories stress the extent to which 
regulatory developments are driven by particularistic concerns of interest groups and the 
findings confirm this with the AP Ordinance being viewed as one that was driven by the 
concerns of the banks that were losing their client base with the entry of the MFIs. Peltzman 
(1989) point to the economic theory of regulation which demonstrates the ability of the 
economically powerful and the concentrated interests to bend regulation to their will. 
Posner (1974) states that over the passage of time, regulation will cater to the interests of 
the industry involved. This theory does not hold true if the interests of the industry is viewed 
as the interests of the MFIs. But since the banking industry plays a central role in the provision 
of credit, the findings have identified that the special interests that are being served here are 
the commercial banks and the banks responsible for credit provision to SHGs. Whether or 
not this contributed to the politician’s maximizing their personal wealth remains to be 
examined. The regulation passed seems to be an act to appease the banks so that they could 
start lending again and the government funds would not be constrained. Therefore the 
findings call into question Hertog (2000)’s view that regulatory agencies will tend to avoid 
conflicts with the regulated institutions because it is dependent on the institution for 
information and they consider careers in that regulated industry as an incentive. Clearly, 
there is a conflict with the regulated institution, the MFIs and the State government. 
 
Stigler (1971) makes use of the insights of Downs (1957) and Olson (1965), with the proposition 
that political decision making processes makes it possible for branches of industry to 
exploit politics for its own ends. In the political decision-making process, interest groups will 
exercise political influence, as opposed to individuals. These theories hold true in the light of 
the findings herein. 
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5.3 Unintended or intended effects 
The findings confirm Hirchman’s ‘jeopardy’ argument where the AP Ordinance, although having 
it’s intended effect of eradicating MFI related suicides, led to unintended effects in the form of 
the villagers returning to local money lenders for credit. This could be viewed as an 
unintended side effect. But with the nexus between the banks and the money lenders as 
stated above in the literature review, the motives behind the Ordinance can be further 
questioned. Was the unintended effect in reality intended or was it just a case of regulatory 
failure? 
 
Sunstein (1990) in paradoxes of regulation identifies that the regulation of new risks could 
exacerbate old risks. A discernible pattern arises, where the AP Ordinance, results in an 
unintended consequence, of the closing down of MFIs. The role of the politician regulator in 
promulgating the Ordinance was a necessary regulatory response. Yet signaling the inadequacy 
of existing national, and state level statutes to curb moneylending, and extortionist 
recovery methods. Post AP Ordinance, the politicians encouraged borrowers to default, further 
ringing the death knell of MFIs. An attempt to identify ‘the processes that lead to the 
adoption of a particular regime’ leads to the fact that politicians were ‘focused on displaying 
‘official concern and the illusion of action’ rather than control over externalities. The failure 
to pay sufficient attention, as proposed by Posner (1974), ‘to variables’ had a major impact on 
the effectiveness of regulation. 
 
6 Postscript 
 
The developments in Andhra Pradesh further highlighted the inherent weakness of the MFI 
model and its proclivity to capture by state governments and special interest groups. The AP 
Micro-Finance crisis exposed gaps within the policy space and ‘their state of passive 
equilibrium to recognize the Micro-Finance sector requires regulation, especially in the interest 
of customers’ (Srinivasan, 2012). 
 
6.1 The Malegam Committee Report 
As a prelude to developing a uniform, nation-wide regulatory structure, the Malegam 
Committee Report (Malegam, 2011) was initiated by the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). The RBI, 
being the regulator of both the NBFCs and the banks, had a two-fold interest in this issue 
since several MFIs with large exposure to the Andhra Pradesh defaults were structured as 
NBFCs, and their collapse would affect bank portfolios since banks were the largest source 
of funding to the NBFCs (Sane and Thomas, 2012). 
 
So it comes as no surprise that majority of the recommendations in the Malegam report relate 
to MFIs that are NBFCs, which accounted for about 34 % of the number of Micro-Finance 
loans outstanding in the country (though around 70 % by value); with 58 % being accounted for 
by the SHG-BL model and 8 % by MFIs using other institutional structures, such as societies, 
trusts and cooperatives (Shankar and Ashar, 2011). 
 
The Malegam report also lays out recommendations on consumer protection which was 
limited to who the potential MFI consumers could be and the lending mechanisms but does 
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not offer a comprehensive approach to the same. The report stipulated rules on: (a) the 
purpose for which MFIs can disburse loans (i.e. 75% of the loans may be disbursed only for 
productive purposes), pricing of loans and the quantities and rates that can be charged (a 
margin cap of 26% which is the difference between the amount charged to the borrower and 
the cost of funds to the MFI), (b) location where sanctioning and disbursement of loans can 
take place, and d) the individuals who can be consumers (an individual cannot be a member 
of more than two groups and has to have annual household income of less than Rs.50000) 
(Malegam, 2011).  These conditions lead to the principle of financial inclusion that MFIs were 
based on being compromised and the access to Micro-Finance being restricted while not 
necessarily ensuring better credit processes. 
 
The recommendations also seem more focused on ensuring that bank-lending under PSL 
targets is done smoothly rather than providing an enabling framework for microcredit as a 
whole ((Sane and Thomas, 2012). 
 
Another issue with the report was its ‘focus on the prudential aspects of the MFI industry which 
meant that even if all of these stipulated rules were in place before the onset of the crisis, 
they could not have protected the small consumer from the alleged malpractices of MFIs and 
coercive tactics’ (Sane and Thomas, 2012). Although the Malegam report mentions a credit 
information bureau and an Ombudsman being set up, ultimately the responsibility of 
arbitration is left to the manager of a lead-bank in each district which may not provide 
adequate protection against malpractice (Sane and Thomas, 2012). Furthermore, the report 
failed to address the sector in its entirety and the prevalent inconsistency in the components 
left the field wide open for regulatory arbitrage (Roodman, 2011). 
 
According to M.S.Sriram, the AP Ordinance lapsed giving way to the recommendations set out 
by the Malegam report because the panel effectively completed the agenda that began with 
the State government’s intervention (Sriram, 2011). 
 
6.2 The Micro-Finance Institutions (Development and Regulation) Bill, 2012 
The regulatory response in the form of The Micro-Finance Institutions (Development and 
Regulation) Bill, 2012 was designed to provide a statutory framework to aid the regulation of 
development of MFIs while safeguarding against their misuse of market dominance. However, 
rather than drawing upon existing regulation in these areas, it proposes to: (a) Create 
advisory councils to guide the development of the industry, (b) Place registration and 
micro-prudential functions upon the RBI and (c) Create a new redressal mechanism for 
handling consumer grievances (Sane and Thomas, 2012). The Bill lapsed in Parliament. 
 
7 Conclusion 
 
The AP Ordinance was a defensive piece of legislation, intended as a tool for civic 
empowerment. A tool that would ensure recovery practices, and to an extent usury would 
be regulated in rural Andhra Pradesh. Inbuilt into it were fissures that would rupture the 
established rural banking network when Government backed MFIs ushered in easy credit. The 
vote seeking politicians did benefit by ensuring re-election, but at the cost of pushing rural 
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communities, and their generations into spiraling debt. The legislators created an Ordinance 
without factoring in failures of the ‘perfect market.’ The unintended consequences of multiple 
borrowing, increasing rural indebtedness, has strained rural banking. There was no ring fence 
to insulate the farming community in Andhra Pradesh against the onslaught triggered by 
neo liberal policies at the international and national level. The village moneylender has 
further entrenched himself as a strategic presence in the rural credit segment. The purpose 
of the AP Ordinance ostensibly for the benefit of the public has not yielded any demonstrable 
public good. In hindsight the exercise of regulatory power seems to have been motivated by 
prospects of personal gain, in the form of electoral victories. The regulatory effort turned out 
to be a superficial exercise, to create an illusion of action and a display of official concern. 
 
The emergence of MFIs. SHGs has left in its wake a massive bankable customer base. The 
regulatory failure has ushered in the banking industry (forces of finance capital) who as a 
pressure group is exerting pressure on the Government of India to legalize money lending in 
the rural areas. Thus paving the way for commercial banks to provide advances to be 
disbursed to cultivators through the usurious moneylender. The bankers have identified the 
existing network of bankable customers in rural Andhra Pradesh, and accessible through the 
moneylender. 
 
A regulatory failure, ushering in interest groups with an intention of maximizing their benefits, 
has made significant strides in capturing the rural cultivators. The cords that restrain - idle capital 
are in place. Outflow of interest follows, rural indebtedness continues to increase with self- 
destruction of life.  The AP Ordinance represents a failed regulation, preparing the ground for the 
special interest forces of finance capital to target the rich pickings in the rural hinterland of 
Andhra Pradesh. 
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